GREEN
GEt up to spEEd oN thE ENviRoNmENt aNd youR busiNEss

Funny how the most established, successFul organizations still Face the
challenges oF inexperience - especially when it comes to meeting the Fresh
global challenges oF the new millennium.
also funny how inexperience – the new, untried, untested, and unproven – is a synonym for the hottest challenge
organizations are trying to tackle today. used to be that being inexperienced could be described as being green. in
today’s world, the inexperienced are not alone and not rare. but the truth is being inexperienced no longer equals being
green – not in the sense we’re talking about. in this issue, Q&a brings you an exclusive interview with one of Jd edwards’
most environmentally aware customers and resources that can point to the emerging solutions that can help you put
caring for planet earth among your company’s top objectives. simply put, being green is no longer an excuse for, well,
not being green!

preserving spyder Country
with offices set among the foothills of boulder, colorado, spyder began 30 years ago as one man’s idea about how
padded ski sweaters could be better. today, spyder is a company with office presence additionally in switzerland,
thailand and china, outfitting those hungry for the slopes in technically superior skiwear.
a Jd edwards customer for eight years, according to chief information officer Kevin smith, spyder runs 8.9, primarily
taking advantage of financials and distribution functionality such as procure-to-pay, order-to-cash and inventory
management. and although spyder does take advantage of some of the “greener” functionality Jd edwards offers,
smith says many of the ways his i.t. department has encouraged environmentally friendly practices don’t necessarily
have to do with erp.
“there are things some we can do in Jd edwards, for example, using less paper and archiving through pdF files,” he
says. “a good feature that enterpriseone has is that you can print to a pdF. it’s definitely a benefit, and honestly, it’s been
around for so long that you don’t even think about it from an environmental perspective.”
“other things we’re doing also come to mind. server virtualization is one example. when the system isn’t fully utilized,
it allows you to run at a slower speed, instead of the cpu is running flat-out the entire time. but even then, there’s some
discussion about how effective that is. we haven’t gone back and retro-fitted. we bought a bigger server, and we haven’t
fully used it yet. it’s almost like saying, ‘i have a big family, so i’m going to buy a bigger car.’ bigger cars themselves may
not be healthy for the environment, but for us this server was a planning for the future sort of thing that will be conserving
in the end when we are running at full capacity.”
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at spyder, like most organizations, i.t. serves the role of a cost center with the challenge of having to meet
and provide solutions for business objectives. sometimes, that doesn’t leave much time to focus on the issue
of being greener.
“in our case, i.t. supports the business imperatives,” he says. “being a small, lean company, i.t. is not going out
alone, thinking about green initiatives. we implemented Jd edwards because we wanted a platform for growth,
and that’s been where we’ve spent most of our attention because of things like acquisitions. but just by having an
efficient i.t. infrastructure, we’re helping facilitate a greener approach.”
one thing smith is cautious of, however, is the waste factor. making changes sometimes means new equipment
and getting rid of old technologies, which also comes at a cost.
“right now,” he says, “all our displays are lcd. right away there’s a lot less power needed, but it’s like saying,
‘what’s the greenest car?’ to get whatever the new car may be, you usually have to get rid of another car – you
have to be aware of the disposal factor as well.”
while they may not be the department driving spyder’s environmental awareness, smith is quick to note some of
the other, smaller ways his team has found to conserve.
“there are things we’re doing that one could call green,” he says. “we try to have virtual sales meetings instead
of having sales reps fly into a meeting or across the country. now, we’re presenting that sort of thing online. we’re
trying to put things in place that facilitate a more environmental approach. over time, because the online and
electronic environment has become so rich, it’s become easier.”
it would be hard not to participate in a community like boulder and an organization like spyder. in fact, the day
after Q&a talked to smith, many of spyder’s employees were going to be participating in the area bike to work day.
“in boulder, it’s pretty far ahead,” he says. “in our break room there are several recycle bins – it would be an
exception for someone not to recycle. all my excess printer paper gets recycled. it’s just a given here. i don’t know
what environments elsewhere look like. i don’t know what the norm elsewhere is, to tell the truth.”
that sentiment was echoed by spyder’s senior marketing manager, laura wisner, who Q&a spoke with to get more
background on everything the company is doing as a whole, starting with a plainly-written environmental awareness
mantra on the spyder web site.
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For spyder, making an organization-wide commitment was easy.
“if you’re in the corporate arena at this point,” wisner says, “it’s part of your stewardship. we’re taking care of
the environment that plays so heavily into our business. some of the glaciers we ski on are shrinking.”
“boulder, overall, is a vanguard community of environmental practices. Just by living in this community, many
of our employees hold ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’ near and dear to their hearts. it all begins with our employees,
regardless of what department they’re in. our size makes us nimble, and it makes things happen fairly quickly.”
one of the biggest changes for the company was a conversion from traditional coal power to wind power – in
fact, the wind now powers all three of their facilities in boulder county. that change, two years ago, also came
at the suggestion of an employee.
another change, with the help of smith’s team, was taking spyder’s printed catalog of more than 700 skiwear
styles and moving it completely online.
“that was an easy decision for us,” wisner said. “catalog printing and postage is expensive – and we’re a
worldwide company. by having the full range online, we can serve a global audience without cutting trees or
using gas to deliver the mail. you can go to our site and look at every single turtleneck. in a catalog that would
be multiple pages.”
but many of the big changes spyder is making don’t always save them money. rather, they look at it as an
investment, wisner said.
“we’ve not done a general cost analysis. in some instances, we choose a slightly more expensive solution.
sometimes we actually reduce expenses just by reducing the amount of materials. sometimes it’s more,
sometimes it’s less. if it’s something where we can have an affect, we’ll generally do it. with any corporation,
especially our size, we take steps one at a time. Just like someone in their own household.”
the “one step at a time” mindset was echoed by smith.
“i think going green is a human mindset more than anything else. it’s an individual choice. i don’t think a lot of
people know the things they can do that will truly have the biggest impact. at the end of the day, it’s not going
to be not printing an email. it’s going to be something like eliminating a cross-country flight. that’s the kind of
thing that people need to be made aware of.”
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start by Educating your organization
so if going green is a personal choice, then where can you start in order to make a change that affects your entire
organization? education is a good go point – familiarize yourself with what going green really means, and figure out
where your department – and your company’s i.t. environment – can make the most improvements. but it can be
overwhelming, considering all the information that’s out there on the web.
in a quick search, Q&a found out these facts from msnbc.com about data centers alone – and this is just the tip
of the iceberg.
• some data centers require 40 to 50 times more power than comparably sized, regular office spaces.
• the hardware industry’s overall electricity consumption could double from 2006 to 2011, depending on the
growth of demand.
so where do you turn? Q&a has compiled the best of our research to help you get down to the nitty gritty of what
the i.t. version of green is all about.
• research green data centers, one of the “hot” trends for i.t. two bio-friendly hosting solutions we found
come courtesy of rackspace, ltd., and terremark worldwide inc. – and there are dozens of others out there.
rackspace, for example, recently built a 65,000-square-foot data center that runs on electricity generated by
a renewable energy power plant, which burns biomass materials like wood chips. want to know more? search
“going green” on computerworld.com.
also from computerworld.com: benchmark your overall data center energy efficiency. ibm can help – their
global technology services department can give you the professional help you need to measure your energy
consumption against other businesses.
Finally, check out everything the environmental protection agency has to say. there’s a plethora of results on
their web site, www.epa.gov, and a report requested by congress and finished in late 2007 on server and data
center energy efficiency has resulted in resources ranging from pdF downloads to podcasts. that report shed
light on the huge opportunity we have to make our data centers more environmentally friendly – data centers
in the u.s. alone could save a combined $4 billion in annual electricity costs. but here’s the best part – the epa
study found that through existing technologies – ones we already have today – we could reduce annual server
energy by 25 percent. not to mention what we can do as technology improves. (information is also online at
www.energystar.gov.)
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oracle’s ‘Empower the Green Enterprise ‘ award: submit your Nomination today
Is your company using any of Oracle’s products, either business applications or tech,
to help protect the environment? For example, you may be using Oracle Self-Service
E-Billing to move to paperless invoicing, or Oracle Advanced Compression to reduce
disk space and power. If so, submit a nomination for an ‘Empower the Green Enterprise’
award. These awards will be presented to selected customers and their partners (system
integrators, consultants, ISVs, etc.) who are using any of Oracle’s products to not only
take an environmental lead, but also to reduce their costs and improve their business
efficiencies by using green business practices. Nominations need to be in by August
22. The winners will be notified by late August and will be honored at a special awards
ceremony during Oracle OpenWorld (September 21-25 in San Francisco). Winners will
receive a free registration to Oracle OpenWorld and will be included in various Oracle
communications. Get more information and the nomination application by visiting
www.oracle.com/applications/green/empower-the-green-enterprise-awards.html.

• consider the best place to put your electronic waste. even small gadgets add up – we’ve seen stats
that say as much as 1.5 million tons of computers, scanners, printers and other electronics were
dumped in 2005 alone. many of them contain toxic materials like lead and flame retardants, and
generally, they shouldn’t be put in your regular trash. Visit epa.gov to figure out the best place for
your e-waste, including recycling options.
waste management, an oracle customer, is also getting into the act by opening electronic recycling
centers that will take your junk at minimal charge, or free if it’s a sony brand. call 877-439-2795 for
more info and to find a center near you.
also an oracle customer, staples will recycle laptops, printers, and the like from its stores for a
minimal $10 each. other, smaller objects, like computer mice, are free.
check your recycler first: the basel action network (http://www.ban.org/pledge/locations.html)
can give you a list of the recyclers who have made a commitment not to dump your waste material
overseas, and are monitored by a third party.
• read up. get your hands on “natural capitalism: creating the next industrial revolution,” a 1999
book that’s the go-to text on sustainable management. it’s available online (we checked www.amazon.
com), and the primary argument is for making the environment part of your bottom line – in fact, it
can actually be profitable.
and if that’s not enough, you can further your education too. many schools are offering higher
education with a green twist – including academic leaders like stanford and harvard.
you can also join up with net impact (www.netimpact.org), a non-profit organization for leaders that
addresses sustainability with a business focus.
• Quest wants to hear from you! we know you’re out there doing creative things to help the
environment, and we want to know about it. if your company is a green leader, let us know – submit
an article for Q&a (you could be paid $500!), submit an education session for one of our upcoming
regional conferences that details your experience, or share your ideas online via our infocast forums
(www.questdirect.org).
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